Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate, for the first time, a method for arbitrary waveform generation (AWG) with time-bandwidth product (TBP) expansion beyond the limitations set by a spectral encoder. We show that, by using an anamorphic stretch transform with a specific group delay (GD) profile, one can boost the TBP of the generated electrical waveform in time-stretch AWG. In particular, we show that the TBP expansion can be achieved, depending on the signal sparsity and proper choice of the warped GD dispersion profile. The new waveform generation system is implemented here using a nonlinearly chirped fiber Bragg grating with a warped GD profile. Experimental demonstrations in this paper show a TBP expansion of more than three times above the maximum achievable using conventional methods. Details of the signal dependence and spectral redundancy/sparsity requirement for time-bandwidth compression and expansion are also studied.
Introduction
Time-bandwidth product (TBP) is one of the most fundamental figures of merit for a system. This is particularly true for waveform synthesis and the achievable product represents a major bottleneck in radar, communication systems, and laboratory instruments. Conventional electronic arbitrary waveform generator is severely restricted by the speed and linearity of the electrical digital-to-analog converter (DAC), which in turn limits the output electrical (RF) bandwidth. Photonic time-stretch arbitrary waveform generation (AWG) offers a solution by generating electrical waveforms with much larger bandwidth than its electronic counterparts [1] - [6] . In this method, the digital signal is encoded to an optical spectrum, using a) a spatial light modulator or b) an electro-optic modulator and is then subjected to time-stretch dispersive Fourier transform (TS-DFT), which is a linear filter with linear group delay (GD) [7] - [10] . TS-DFT operation maps the encoded spectrum containing the digital information to the time domain and the desired analog electrical waveform is then generated by intensity detection using a photo-detector (PD). Photonic AWG systems are limited by the time-bandwidth product of the component used for spectrum encoding, although reaching even this limit is often challenging [11] , [12] . This is because in most cases (e.g., far-field regime), the output intensity TBP remains unchanged during TS-DFT operation. It would be highly desirable to increase the output bandwidth or expand the output TBP for various applications of microwave waveform generation such as radar systems [13] , spread-spectrum communications [14] , microwave computed tomography [15] , and modern instrumentation [11] , [12] .
Previously, we introduced a transformation that is able to engineer the TBP of analog signals [16] - [19] . The transform applies warped TS-DFT using a filter with nonlinear GD followed by intensity detection. The so called anamorphic (warped) stretch transform (AST) can be used to either compress or expand the TBP of analog signals [16] . In data acquisition applications, the transform can be used to compress the TBP before the analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) [20] - [22] . On the other hand, for waveform generation, it can be used to expand the TBP after the digital-to-analog (DAC) step.
Previously, we have numerically shown that warped stretch can be employed for AWG with expanded TBP [23] , [24] . In particular, we showed that it is possible to not only reach the limit set by spectrum encoding but, more importantly, to go beyond it. Spectral encoding was implemented numerically by a dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) followed by an intensity modulator [23] or waveshaper [24] . AST operation was also implemented numerically using a grating with Super-linear GD profile. Compared to the conventional time-stretch waveform generation with linear GD, a TBP expansion of $2.8 times was achieved in the simulations using AST system. In this paper, for the first time, we experimentally demonstrate, the expansion of the TBP. We also show that, depending on the signal, the time-bandwidth product expansion can be achieved using both sub-linear and super-linear group delay profiles if the group delay dispersion warp is properly matched to the signal spectrum. This is the case in the far field regime operation. It is important to note that the expansion does not refer to the optical field, but rather to the optical intensity or equivalently to the electrical signal. Also, the expansion does not refer to increase of TBP to the limit set by the spectrum encoding but, rather, to extend beyond it. In the present system, the spectral encoding is implemented using an optical waveshaper. The warped time-stretch is implemented using a nonlinearly chirped fiber Bragg grating with warped GD profile. Compared to the conventional time-stretch AWG system, our proposed method allows for a larger generated electrical bandwidth for a given output duration, or a longer time duration for a given output bandwidth. We show that using a specific warped GD profile, we extend the fundamental time-bandwidth product of conventional photonic-assisted time-stretch AWG by a factor of more than three. As it has been pointed out before whether or not time bandwidth engineering can be achieved for a specific warped group delay is signal dependent [16] - [19] . Details of the spectral redundancy/sparsity requirement for time-bandwidth compression and expansion using anamorphic stretch transform are also studied (see Section 4) . The experimental results shown in this paper is promising for future developments in time-stretch AWG systems with expanded TBP.
Operation Principle
The block diagram of our proposed photonic-assisted AWG system is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The digital data is calculated according to the desired electrical waveform to be generated and the GD profile of the dispersive element. An optical waveshaper is used to encode a broadband optical spectrum by the digital data. The encoded optical spectrum is subjected to the dispersive element with designed warped GD to increase the analog waveform's intensity TBP at the output. The electrical waveform can be obtained using a photo-detector.
The warped (anamorphic) stretch transform is mathematically defined as [16] - [18] ASTẼ
whereẼ i ð!Þ is the encoded optical spectrum, ! is the frequency variable, ! m is modulation frequency, and ð!Þ is the nonlinear phase function of the filter, i.e. the dispersive element with corresponding GD of ð!Þ ¼ @½ð!Þ=@! [see Fig. 1(a) ]. To expand the output TBP we also need to maximize the output time duration. Stretched Modulation ðS M Þ distribution, a 2-D distribution that describes the intensity spectrum and its dependence on time, provides a mathematical tool permitting engineering the TBP intuitively [16] - [18] :
The trajectory at t ¼ 0 in the S M distribution represents the output intensity spectrum, and its half width determines the output RF bandwidth. In addition, the output signal duration can be measured from the distribution as half height of the range with non-zero values. In the conventional time-stretch TS-DFT with linear GD, the intensity TBP of the output signal (bottom plot) remains the same as that of the input signal (top plot) [16] , [17] . Since the RF bandwidth is half of the intensity bandwidth, in the case of using conventional time-stretch TS-DFT with linear group delay, the TBP of the generated RF waveform is limited to half of the TBP of the optical spectral encoder. However, as shown in Fig. 1(c) , in the case of using warped stretch with the same output duration as linear time-stretch (TS-DFT), i.e., T Lin ¼ T Super , a larger output bandwidth can be achieved, i.e., B Lin G B Super . This indicates that the output RF signal TBP is expanded compared to the case of time-stretch TS-DFT.
Experiment Results
For the proof of concept, we experimentally demonstrate the proposed AWG system with expanded TBP. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 . The broadband optical spectrum output from the mode-locked laser (MLL) is first encoded by the waveshaper (FINISAR 1000S) with After the TS-DFT operation, the TBP is nearly conserved; however, after warped stretch operation, the TBP is expanded, i.e., T Lin Â B Lin G T Super Â B Super . We note that the expansion does not refer to optical field but rather to optical intensity and, hence, to the electrical current after photo detection. specifically designed amplitude profile and then subjected to the grating with designed warped GD. After the photo-detector (18 GHz bandwidth), the analog electrical waveform with expanded TBP is digitized by the ADC with 16 GHz bandwidth. Warped stretch is implemented here using a fabricated nonlinearly chirped fiber Bragg grating. Fig. 3(a) shows the linear and super-linear GD profiles used for waveform generation. Dispersion coefficient for the linear GD, i.e., the blue dashed line, is 1672 ps 2 , and the total GD over 500 GHz is roughly 5 ns. The measured super-linear GD profile is shown as the red solid line with the total group delay of $5 ns over the same bandwidth (500 GHz). To show the maximum TBP we design both cases to generate chirped electrical waveforms at the output. In case of linear GD, a chirped waveform profile is encoded on the optical spectrum, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . For the case of super-linear GD, a sinusoidal waveform with equalized envelope is encoded to the optical spectrum. The waveform to encode the spectrum in this case is calculated to have a flattened envelope for the output electrical temporal waveform. The encoded optical spectrums with the same bandwidth of 0.5 THz for linear and super-linear GDs are shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c), respectively. Both encoded spectrums are synthesized with frequency resolution of 15 GHz, and therefore, they have the same time aperture of $67 ps, as shown, respectively, in Fig. 3(d) and (e). Since the TBP of the spectral encoder is 0:5 THz=15 GHz ¼ $33, the TBP of the electrical waveform generated with linear GD, i.e., conventional time-stretch AWG, is limited to 33=2 ¼ 16:5. This is because the output electrical bandwidth is half of the output bandwidth [see also Fig. 1(b) and (c)]. Both systems are designed to generate electrical waveforms with similar duration and so the two GD profiles were designed to have similar total GD. Fig. 4 compares the experimental results for the two systems incorporating linear and superlinear GD profiles to generate chirped electrical waveforms. Output electrical spectrums are compared in Fig. 4(a) and (b) and the output electrical temporal waveforms are compared in Fig. 4(c) and (d) . It can be seen that the electrical waveform generated with linear GD has duration of about 5 ns and 40 dB bandwidth of about 3.5 GHz. However, the electrical waveform generated with super-linear GD has a much larger (40 dB) bandwidth of 10 GHz and almost similar duration of 5 ns. This means that the TBP of the generated electrical waveform using super-linear GD is expanded with respect to that achieved using linear GD. Note that the TBP in the case of linear GD is about 17.5 which is close to the half of the TBP of the spectral encoder (i.e., 33). However using super-linear GD we produce a TBP of 50 which is $1.51 times of the TBP of the spectral encoder. To compare the frequency distribution in the time duration, short-time-Fourier-transform (STFT) of the generated electrical signals in both cases are shown in Fig. 4 (e) and (f). STFT plots confirm that both cases generate chirped electrical signal with almost the same duration, but the case with super-linear GD results in a nonlinearly chirped electrical signal with larger bandwidth leading to a higher TBP.
Time-Bandwidth Expansion Using Super-Linear Group Delay
The roll-off of the electrical power spectrum in the case of super-linear GD [see Fig. 4(b) ] is mainly caused by the inherent character of the nonlinearly chirped electrical waveform. According to the stationary phase principle, the power spectrum at any frequency ! m is related to the corresponding part of the signal with instantaneous frequency ! m . This means that for nonlinearly chirped signals, the power spectrum at a particular frequency is inversely proportional to the chirp rate at that frequency (see [25, Sec. 3.1.1]). The chirp rate of the generated electrical signal in the case of super-linear GD increases with the instantaneous frequency [see Fig. 4(f) ], and therefore, the power spectrum has a roll-off envelope, as seen in Fig. 4(b) .
Time-Bandwidth Expansion Using Sub-Linear Group Delay
Next we explore the possibility of TBP expansion in time-stretch AWG systems using warped stretch realized with a sub-linear GD. It has been shown previously that sub-linear GD can results in TBP compression conditioned on the sparsity in the input signal spectrum [16] , [17] . Here, we show that for AWG applications, if the optical spectrum is encoded with a sinusoidal or chirped waveform, one can achieve TBP expansion with a sub-linear group delay profile. This is because sinusoidal or chirped spectrum has very small or no sparsity in the spectrum. In this case with sub-linear GD, the modulations at the tail of the spectrum are compressed which results in TBP expansion. As it has been pointed out before [16] - [19] , whether compression and expansion can be achieved is signal dependent. Details of the sparsity and redundancy requirement for time-bandwidth product compression and expansion using anamorphic stretch transform are elucidated in Section 4. Fig. 5(a) shows the linear and sub-linear GD profiles used for waveform generation. Dispersion coefficient for the linear GD, i.e., the blue dashed line, is 1672 ps 2 , and the total GD is about 10 ns. The measured sub-linear GD is shown as the red solid line with the total delay of about 10 ns. To show the maximum TBP we design both cases to generate chirped electrical signals at the output. The designed encoded spectrums in each case are shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c). Both spectrums have 1 THz bandwidth and are synthesized with frequency resolution of 15 GHz. As shown in Fig. 5(d) and (e), the time apertures of the two encoded spectrums are the same, i.e., $67 ps. Since the TBP of the spectral encoder is 1 THz=15 GHz ¼ $67, the TBP of the electrical waveform generated with linear GD is limited to 67=2 ¼ 33:5. Both systems are designed to generate electrical waveforms with similar duration so that the two GD profiles were designed to have similar total GD. We have compared the experimental results for waveform generation using the two systems incorporating linear and sub-linear GD profiles in Fig. 6 . Output electrical spectrums are compared in Fig. 6(a) and (b) and the output electrical temporal waveforms are compared in Fig. 6(c) and (d). The electrical waveform generated with linear GD has duration of $10 ns and 40 dB bandwidth of about 3.5 GHz. However the electrical waveform generated with sub-linear GD has more than 3 times larger bandwidth, 12 GHz, while having similar duration. This means that the generated electrical waveform using sub-linear GD has more than three times higher TBP ($120) than the case of using linear GD ($35). STFTs of the generated electrical waveforms in both cases are compared in Fig. 6 (e) and (f), which confirm that both cases generate chirped electrical waveform with similar duration but the case with sub-linear GD results in nonlinearly chirped electrical waveform with larger bandwidth leading to a higher TBP. As discussed above, the electrical spectrum roll-off in case of sub-linear GD is related to the inherent character of the generated nonlinearly chirped electrical waveform.
Note that the fabricated grating has a sub-linear group delay profile over a bandwidth of 1 THz. For the case of super-linear group delay, we used half of the grating spectrum (0.5 THz). This means that it is possible to use a part of spectral band of a dispersive element with sub-linear group delay to implement super-linear group delay profile.
Signal Dependency in Anamorphic Stretch Transform
Anamorphic Stretch Transform (AST) applies a tailored group dispersion to different frequency features [16] - [19] . By matching the group delay dispersion to the spectrum of the particular signal of interest, it performs frequency to time mapping in a tailored fashion. Information rich portions of the spectrum are stretched in time more than sparse regions of the spectrum making them easier to capture with a real-time analog to digital converter. This property has been called self-adaptive stretch [16] - [19] . Because the operation is specific to the spectrum of the signal, it does not require knowledge about the instantaneous time domain behavior of the signal. Hence no real-time adaptive control is needed. The parameters of AST are designed using the statistical spectral (not instantaneous) property of signal family of interest in the target application [16] - [19] . Once the parameters are designed, they do not need to respond to instantaneous value of the signal [19] .
As any other data compression method, the maximum compression that can be achieved using AST is signal dependent [16] - [19] . In particular, it will depend on the amount of redundancy and sparsity in the signal, a quantity that will be reflected in the probability distribution function of the signal [16] , [19] . The strength of the dispersion and warping is calculated based on the statistics of the spectral sparsity of the signals under test for a particular application [19] . For example, it has been shown that a sub-linear group delay will compress the time-bandwidth of a signal that has smooth spectral wings. Signals with different spectrum shape will require a different warped group delay in order to be compressed. This is the sparsity requirement for the case of far-field regime. In the case of near-field regime, for time-bandwidth compression, the fast features of the signal should be sparse in the time domain [16] . Finally, the time-bandwidth product compression or expansion is dependent on the definition of the signal bandwidth and duration. To give an example, time-bandwidth product in the case of considering 3 dB bandwidth can be different to the case of using 10 dB bandwidth. In [17] , 25 dB bandwidth was used to calculate the time-bandwidth product.
In this paper we showed that if the signal spectrum has close features in its tails [see Fig. 5 (c)], with the chosen group delay, AST expands the signal time-bandwidth product, in both cases of sub-linear and super-linear group delay profiles if one uses the proper portion of the group delay dispersion spectrum.
As we discussed above, if the signal does not have redundancy/sparsity, AST will not be able to compress the signal time-bandwidth product. In these cases, it is considered as a lossy data compression [19] . For digital image compression, it has only been used for lossy compression. For analog data compression, it has been shown that it can be either a lossy or lossless data compression [19] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we experimentally proved, for the first time, the application of warped time-stretch to photonic arbitrary waveform generation to increase the time-bandwidth product of the generated electrical waveform. The system is implemented using a fabricated chirped fiber Bragg grating with warped group delay profile. Experimental demonstrations in this work show timebandwidth expansion of more than three times above the fundamental limit set by spectral encoding. The experimental results presented in this paper may open a new horizon for future developments in photonic time-stretch signal processing systems that utilize time-bandwidth engineering.
output temporal waveform after photo-detection has a scaled chirped envelope with duration of T lin ¼ 2 Á Á! and RF bandwidth of B lin ¼ 1=ð2 Á 2 Á f Á 2 Þ. Thus, in the case of linear GD, the TBP of the output RF waveform is
For the case of using AST with nonlinear GD, the optical spectrum is encoded with a sinusoidal waveform with equalized envelope [see, for example, Fig. 3(c) ]. The output temporal waveform after photo-detection has duration of T nonÀlin and its RF bandwidth can be expressed as
where nonÀlin;min ¼ min½@ nonÀlin ð!Þ=@!, and the TBP in the case of using AST is simplified to
To show the TBP expansion we calculate the ratio of the output signal TBP in the case of using AST with nonlinear GD over the case of using TS-DFT with linear GD where nonÀlin;eff ¼ T nonÀlin =Á!. From Fig. 7(b) and (c), it is straightforward to see that in both cases of non-linear GD (sub-linear and super-linear GD), the slope given by nonÀlin;eff ¼ T nonÀlin =Á! is larger than the minimum slope nonÀlin;min ¼ min½@ nonÀlin ð!Þ=@!. Thus the ratio in (A.4) can be designed to be more than one using a nonlinear GD. This indicates that the output RF signal TBP can be expanded by using nonlinear group delay profile in photonic time-stretch arbitrary waveform generation.
